Part 1.

Pre-Listening Vocabulary

Species

The white rhino is an endangered specifies, so if you go to Africa you probably
won’t see this beautiful animal.

Splash

Kids like to splash in the water during the summer at Haeundae beach.

Violently

The speeding car crashed violently into the wall and then stopped near the
intersection.
After working all day, he sat his limp body in the chair and watched TV for three
hours.
Before eating the fish, you have to cut off the tail, head and gills.

Limp
Gills

Not worth the I thought about getting an MS Office certificate but decided the extra work
trouble
was not worth the trouble.
•
•
•

Try to guess the meaning of the key words.
Check your dictionary. Were you right?
Write a sentence with the key word or phrase.
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Part 2.

Comprehension Questions
about a
100

more than
1000

less than 100

How many species attack people?

300

a few
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Which shark is not a man-eater?

Bull

Jaws bar

Tiger

Why is splashing not recommended?

uses too
much energy

it’s
useless

it brings
other sharks

From the video, we learn sharks are:

afraid

curious

hungry

attack a
shark
attack
frequently

survive an
attack
can be
defeated
how to
survive an
attack

spot a
shark
travel in
groups

How many people are attacked each year?

The video teaches us how to:
The video suggests sharks:

want easy
food

From the video, we might guess that sharks:

Part 3.

how to swim

Fill in the blanks
Few animals inspire more _____________ than sharks. But out of the millions of people

worldwide who swim in the ocean each year, less than ___________________ are attacked. Of
the more than 300 __________________ of shark, only a small number are proven man eaters.
The most dangerous are tiger sharks, bull sharks and great whites. A bite from them can literally
cost ____________________ and limb.
Sharks may bite people out of _____________________, but often as not will bite out of
simple curiosity. They’ll gladly sample anything ___________________ bobbing in the water
like a person just to see what it tastes like.
So knowing how to _____________________ can mean the difference between life and
death. If a shark attacks, should you: splash _____________________, go for the eyes, or play
dead? The correct answer is B, go for the eyes.
Splashing violently only ______________________ more sharks toward you. Playing
dead leads to being dead. A _______________________ body tells the shark it’s time to tuck in
for a big meal. Your best chance is to strike at its _________________ spots. Its eyes, gills and
nose. Make the shark decide you’re not worth the trouble. And while its deciding get to
____________________ as fast as you can. And that’s how you ______________________ a
shark attack.
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Shark Puzzle
Unscramble each word. Then use the marked letters to solve the second puzzle.
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Shark Attack
National Geographic

Few animals inspire more fear than sharks. But out of the millions of people worldwide who
swim in the ocean each year, less than a hundred are attacked. Of the more than 300 species
of shark, only a small number are proven man eaters. The most dangerous are tiger sharks, bull
sharks and great whites. A bite from them can literally cost life and limb.
Sharks may bite people out of hunger, but often as not will bite out of simple curiosity. They’ll
gladly sample anything unusual bobbing in the water like a person just to see what it tastes like.
So knowing how to respond can mean the difference between life and death. If a shark attacks,
should you: splash violently, go for the eyes, or play dead? The correct answer is B, go for the
eyes.
Splashing violently only attracts more sharks toward you. Playing dead leads to being dead. A
limp body tells the shark it’s time to tuck in for a big meal. Your best chance is to strike at its soft
spots. Its eyes, gills and nose. Make the shark decide you’re not worth the trouble.
And while its deciding get to shore as fast as you can. And that’s how you survive a shark attack.
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